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Dear Reader,
According to the very secret "Upper Levels" of the Scientology Church everyone is infested
with countless souls of murdered space aliens...
The "Church" calls these humanoid souls "BodyThetans".
You think I'm kidding?
Well then, allow me to prove it. Beyond any doubt. Below you find three pages of these
teachings. Scientology tried to remove them from the Internet by lawsuits.
The cult sued 15 Internet Service Providers (NL) and the Dutch writer Karin Spaink from
1996 to 2006 because of copyright infringement. It lost all four cases (including the final suit
in the Dutch Supreme Court). There was, and is, no doubt that the disputed texts were
witten by Lafayette Ronald Hubbard®, the founder of the Scientology cult.
Although lawsuits aren't funny, it sure is funny to see to what length Scientology goes to
prove that it is the lawfull owner of these silly teachings
Please keep in mind:
Almost all of the highest Scientology
teachings are only about these
BodyThetans. Or more precisely: about
exorcizing them ...
Which is all that dedicated Scientologists do
- for the rest of their lives ...
This exorcizing is called "The Bridge to Total
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Freedom".
On average it costs only 150 US dollars (1996 price) to get rid of just one BodyThetan. Your
bank-account predetermines how many you have inside you (usually thousands).

Jeta Eggers, Amsterdam, NL

Four Dutch Courts ruled that
the following document can be published freely.
So, this webpage is:

Details at:
uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl
and
www.spaink.net/scientology-stuff/
Thank you Scientology, for proving that this
$400.000 (1996) costing core-secret really is yours.

Notes
The copyrighted Scientology text below is quoted without the "in-between
comment" by Karin.
At the bottom of the document are explanations of some of the used abbreviations.
The original printed text is in vivid red.
The layout has been adjusted for readability.

OT III
[Operating Thetan Level 3]
BODY THETANS
By L. Ron Hubbard®
1. Character of BodyThetans
2. The Basic on BT's
3. Instructions
4. Cross Auditing
5. Overrun on III
6. Running OT III
7. Cluster Formation - Cumulative
8. Further III remedies
9. Rudiments Going Out On BT's
10. OT III Auditing

The head of the Galactic Confederation
(76 planets around larger stars visible from
here) (founded 95,000,000 years ago, very
space opera) solved overpopulation (250
billion or so per planet - 178 billion on
average) by mass implanting.
He caused people to be brought to
Teegeeack (Earth) and put a H-Bomb on the
principal volcanos (incident II) and then the
Pacific area ones were taken - in boxes to
Hawaii and the Atlantic area ones to Las
Palmas and there "packaged".
His name was Xenu. He used renegades.
Various misleading data by means of circuits
etc was placed in the unplants. When through
with his crime loyal officers (to the people)
captured him after six years of battle and put
him in an electronic mountain trap where he
still is. "They" are gone. The place (Confederation) has since been a desert.
The length and brutality of it all was such that this Confederation never recovered. The
implant is calculated to kill (by pneumonia etc) anyone who attempts to solve it. This liability
has been dispensed with by my tech development. One can freewheel through the implant
and die unless it is approached as precisely outlined. The "freewheel" (auto-running on and
on) lasts too long, denies sleep etc and one dies. So be careful to do only Incidents I and II
as given and not plow around and fail to complete one thetan at a time.
In December 1967 1 know someone had to take the plunge. I did and emerged very
knocked out, but alive. Probably the only one ever to do so in 75,000,000 years. I have all

the data now, but only that given here is needful.
One's body is a mass of individual thetans stuck to oneself or to the body.
One has to clean them off by running incident II and Incident I. It is a long job, requiring
care, patience and good auditing.
You are running beings. They respond like any preclear. Some large, some small.
Thetans believed they were one. This is the primary error.
Good luck.

For the purpose of clarity, by BodyThetan is meant a thetan who is stuck to another
thetan or body but is not in control.
A Thetan is, of course, a Scientology word using the Greek theta which was the Greek
symbol for thought or life. An individual being such as a man is a thetan, he is not a body
and he does not think because he has a brain.
A Cluster is a group of BodyThetans crushed or hold together by some mutual bad
experience.

Character of BodyThetans
BodyThetans are just Thetans. When you get rid of one he goes off and possibly
squares around, picks up a body or admires daisies. He is in fact a sort of cleared Being. He
cannot fail to eventually, if not at once, regain many abilities. Many have been asleep for the
last 75,000,000 years. A BodyThetan responds to any process any Thetan responds to.
Some BodyThetans are suppressive. A suppressive is out of valence in R6. He is in
valence in Incident I almost always.
One can't run a human being on these two incidents since human beings are composites
and would not be able to run the lot. Aside from that, non-clears are way below awareness
required to even find these Incidents.
Huge amounts of charge have already been removed from the case and the
BodyThetans by Clearing and OT I and OT II to say nothing of engrams and lower grades.
Awareness is proportional to the charge removed from the case.
Although a human is a composite being there is only one I (that is you) who runs things.

Body thetans just hold one back.
You will continue to be you. You, inside, can of course separate out BodyThetans and so
solo auditing is the answer. How good do you have to be to run BodyThetans off? Well, if
you didn't skip your grades, Clearing and OT II particularly, you should be able to command
BodyThetans easily.

Incident II is over 36 days long. Capture on other planets was weeks or months before
the implant. Those on Teegeeack (Earth) were just blown up except for Loyal officers who
were (shortly before the explosion on Earth) rounded up.
Do not scan through the duration of 36 days. The volcanic explosion on Earth to the
point where "the pilot" says he is mocking it up is only a few days.
Sequence of Incident II for thetans on another planet 1. Capture (being shot),
2. freezing,
3. transport to Teegeeack (sometimes via a relay point),
4. being placed near a volcano,
5. beginning implant up to "the pilot",
6. various picture sequences,
7. the 7s and C.C. and OT II materials,
8. 36 days of picture implants which give a vast array of materials and three
explanations for the bombing,
9. transport to Hawaii or Las Palmas for packaging up into clusters.

The pictures contain God, the Devil, angels, space opera, theaters, helicopters, a
constant spinning, a spinning dancer, trains and various scenes very like modern England.
You name it, it's in this implant we call in its entirely "R6"- if one was a Loyal Officer on
Teegeeack, the sequence was (1) capture (2) number 5 above on. If one was a citizen of
Teegeeack there was only number 5 on.
The material given at the various "volcanos' was longer or shorter, but dovetailed into the
same sequence of pictures. We have the whole text but it is needless.
People who feel dizzy have gotten into the spinning part.
Incident I occurred about 4 quadrillion years ago plus or minus. it is very much earlier
than Incident II which occurred only 75 million years ago (a bit less).
Incident II is only peculiar and general on this planet and nearby stars, whereas Incident
I is to be found on all thetans.
[SNIP]
[The last line of OT-3:]

EP's No BT's left [End Product: no BodyThetans left] - OT III

L. Ron Hubbard
Founder

Some abbreviations:

BT - BodyThetan
Incident One - The first incident on the Whole Track (see) for each Thetan (see). It
consisted of an Angel blowing a trumpet and some noises. Hubbard explained that this was
so powerful that from then on the Thetan compulsively continued recording every incident
that happened over 4 quadrillion years until now.
Incident Two - The second major incident on the Whole Track (see).
Rud - Rudiment.
SP - Suppressive Person. A critic of Scientology. F.e. anyone who thinks that OT 3 is
nonsense.
TA - Tone Arm action - change of electrical resistance, supposed to show relief of emotional
"charge" on the 'E-meter' (crude lie detector, price ~$4,000)
Teegeeack - Earth.
Thetan - "An individual being ... not a body". This is Scientology's name for the soul or spirit.
Valence - An adopted personality.
Whole Track - The mental recording of all of the experience of the Thetan (see). Hubbard
said that the Whole Track was 4 quadrillion years long. Eventually Thetans became the
victims of their recordings and became entrapped (via the mechanism of the "Bank").
Hubbard claimed that only through Scientology could this compulsive recording of incidents
stop.

